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AI/ML Can Automate Your Business Processes
Most Efficiently - With the Highest ROI!

Business process automation has been around for a long time - but the integration of the latest advances in AI/ML helps 
create new solutions to get better results, faster. I know first-hand how useful it can be - and I’d like to show you.

Here are 6 ways we’ve used AI/ML to solve complex problems for our clients - driving innovation and measurable results!



Optimizing Customer Service By Making
IVRs and Chatbots More Intelligent
Ever called or chatted with customer support over phone or a chatbot on a website or app? How was your experience? 
We’ll take a guess - it was dry, boring, and probably didn’t get you the help you needed. 

Industry-leaders serve billions of customers - and with that comes the challenge of providing efficient customer service 
within budget - without compromising on CX and satisfaction. Traditional IVRs have been around for too long - and they 
tend to deter customers from calling - or make them hang-up halfway!

So, what’s the solution? Hiring people to answer calls and serve your customers personally? With millions of calls to 
answer, it is clearly not viable at all!

Solution 1

The solution is AI/ML integration! 

Most basic IVRs and chatbots follow rule-based algorithms - 
but with AI/ML we can create intelligent IVRs and chatbots with 
real-time prediction models and model-driven flows to stream-
line the conversation and enhance the customer’s experience. 

We know, because we did it! We helped one of US’s leading 
Telecom giants -

You can read more about it here and here! 

Deflect 3.8 million calls in a year cutting costs drastically
Boost customer satisfaction with a self-serving experience
Increase their chatbot success rate to 39%

https://spearheadtech.io/inbound-communications-intent-prediction-for-the-largest-telecommunications-provider/
https://spearheadtech.io/using-ai-ml-for-customer-service-chat-complexity-to-improve-customer-experience/


Boosting CTRs For Online Ad Platforms
The typical internet user is bombarded with 1700+ ads every month - but on average only sees around half of them! That 
is where the concept of targeting comes in - the process by which a particular ad is only displayed to an audience who’d 
be interested to see it. 

Solution 2

Simply put - even perfectly made ads are only useful if they 
are seen by the right people at the right time.

If targeting is done right - the ad will have a higher CTR 
(click-through-rate: the percentage of ad viewers who 
actually click on your ad) - otherwise they won’t. 

Getting the targeting right often involves algorithms that 
segment internet users into particular audiences based on 
specific parameters (such as age, location, income, industry, 
etc.). This need-based segmentation can often lead to 
inaccurate audience targeting - and that’s where AI/ML can 
make a big difference!

For a real-life example - see how we used AI/ML to help 
our client (a US telecom giant’s online ad platform) match the 
right ad to the right viewer. Our solutions! - 

Boosted CTR by 21%
Generated more granular intelligence
Helped the platform charge advertisers higher rates

https://spearheadtech.io/improving-ctrs-with-next-best-content-recommenders/


Minimizing HR Utilization Through Automated
Infrastructure and Capacity Planning
Large-scale projects require a massive infrastructure to drive them - especially in industries like telecom. Imagine the 
sheer amount of planning and manpower it would take to - for example - build a country-wide 5G network!

Starting from conceptualization, strategy, and planning, right down to implementation and the installation of hardware and 
infrastructure - there is a mammoth requirement for resources and manpower. 

Thankfuly there’s a way to do this with minimal manpower - you guessed it - AI/ML integration!  

Solution 3

Sticking to our previous 5G example - cognitive AI and image 
recognition can help - 

If you’re wondering why we’re using this example, it's 
because we’ve actually done that before - come see how! It 
goes without saying - the solution can be easily adapted to 
any large-scale project.

Process images and video frames for autonomous 
diagnostics.
Ease infrastructure planning with self-reporting and 
self-healing modules.
Reduce HR utilization through machine-driven diagnosis 
and tracking.
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https://spearheadtech.io/structure-type-identification-system-for-infrastructure-planning-on-a-5g-network/


Reducing Churn Rates With NLP Deep-Learning 
Driven Analysis
Every business’s greatest fear is a high churn rate - but what does it really mean? Churn rate is business lingo for the 
rate at which customers leave a company and switch over to their competitors. 

Understandably, no business wants that! That’s why large organizations spend a lot of time and money developing 
infrastructure to analyze, monitor and optimize their churn rate. 

Solution 4

Part of this process is creating churn prediction models - 
designed to predict whether a customer will potentially leave, 
or stay loyal, to the brand. When a customer is flagged as a 
flight-risk by these models, businesses focus special 
attention on them - giving incentives to keep them from 
going. 

With AI/ML integration, these models can learn to be more 
accurate - ensuring that customers are correctly flagged as 
low, medium or high-risk. While traditional models use rule 
and database-driven algorithms, AI/ML can use NLP 
(Natural Language Processing) Deep Learning techniques 
to identify risks by analyzing the customer’s language. 

To see how it’s done, you can read more about a real-life 
case over here!

https://spearheadtech.io/real-time-speech-port-out-to-reduce-churn-rate-of-large-telecommunications-provider/


Want To Leverage AI/ML To Solve Your 
Business Automation Problems?

Spearhead Technology creates cutting-Edge AI/ML solutions to -

If you want to know how AI/ML can help your business - book a FREE consultation with my team by clicking the link below!

By Ali Khan
President, Spearhead Technology

Optimize your business automation.
Increase your tech ROI. 
Drive productivity and profits.

MAIL FOR A FREE STRATEGY CONSULTATION

mailto:info@spearheadtech.io

